Levée en Masse
The Wars of the French Revolution: 1789 to 1802
c. John Welch and Victory Point Games Inc.

Event Card Design Template

Here is a historical Event Card sample from the game. Be sure that your card contains at least one and up to three of the effects i.e. Military, Political, and/or Social. Remember, the idea is to abstract the historical event and show why it’s important through the effects it leads to. Here, the massacre of Louis XVI’s guard prompted violent reaction from the Counter-Revolutionary forces – thus they advance one on their respective tracks. This kind of violent act pushed Paris (and thus France) toward despotism and hurt the monarchy – thus a +1 to Despotism and a -1 to Monarchy and Republic. This kind of action was known as a ‘Journees’ and thus the Disorder marker gets put on the Paris space.